Week 12 Study Guide
Dialogue
Monologue

-

People are talking! ‘di- means ‘two’ so it means at least two people sharing information and opinions.
Only one person is talking. ‘mono - means one, so it is one person alone on stage, having a soliloquy.

Double

You do it twice, you get two of the same thing, you increase by two times (that’s 200% and twins).

Parallel

In math, your straight lines lie in the same plane but never meet up no matter how far you extend them or if you are using planes in
geometry, your planes have common perpendiculars.
You have lines which go the same direction, and they are always the same distance apart (equidistant at all points), and they never
meet up or get separated (never converging or diverging) FOREVER as in that one kind of parking you have to do on the street!

Provoke

You cause someone to act or to react by asking them a profound question, or by eating and not sharing right in front of them.

Systems of
Equations

You have a list of relationships that measure and use the same variables (such as distance, time, and rate of speed).
Also, we are seeking all of the answers. We know there is a list of equations that describe our puzzle, already. We solve our puzzles
by graphing the equations, eliminating variables, and substituting equivalent expressions. The variables have to represent the same
*thing all the time in your puzzle.
*value, numbers, ideas, etc.

Topic

We are talking about only one main idea. We use main ideas and supporting details to talk or write, telling what we think about this
one idea. We don’t wander off and eat chicken. This sentence introduces the main idea of your paragraph to your reader.

Vertical

Straight up and down - you can also say it is upright, plumb, and true. You might know what ‘perpendicular’ means, so you know
this is perpendicular to the plane of the horizon. This suggests a line or direction rising toward a zenith.

Which
Witch

-

A choice, asking to be specific about one of many
A woman (usually) claiming to have magical powers or to use sorcery

